Sage Self Oral Care

Toothbrush with Corinz® Antiseptic Cleansing and Moisturizing Oral Rinse

**Suction plug**
Removable cap allows for easy connection to hospital suction

**Ergonomic handle**
Allows patients to easily grip and maneuver brush

**Suction capable**
Provides easy suction control for dependent patients

**Spill-resistant spitoon**

**Bedside care**
Unique design minimizes patient movement and promotes efficient work flow

**Ultra-soft brush**
Reduces bacteria and debrides secretions while being gentle on gums

**Sodium bicarbonate swab**
Absorbs Corinz solution to help break down thick secretions

**Corinz solution**
All-in-one antiseptic solution and mouth moisturizer helps reduce bacteria

**Address the #1 hospital acquired infection, pneumonia**

Brushing your patients’ teeth and gums is one of the best ways to address these risks, which can impact all patients, regardless of acuity.²

Sage Self Oral Care is an all-in-one, single use oral care system designed to address the risk factors associated with hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP) for non-vent patients.

**#1 HAI**¹
hospital-acquired infection in the U.S.

65% of all HAPs are NV-HAP³

15.8% NV-HAP mortality rate³
References:

Let’s lower pneumonia rates—together

When patients enter a hospital, they shouldn’t have to worry about getting sicker. The risk of pneumonia is real—for all your patients. Reducing this threat takes a concentrated and coordinated effort. Our comprehensive portfolio addresses the risk factors of pneumonia across the continuum of care.

#OralCareForAll